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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER

This document has been obtained from DAFWA's research library website (researchlibrary.agric.wa.gov.au) which hosts DAFWA's archival research publications. Although reasonable care was taken to make the information in the document accurate at the time it was first published, DAFWA does not make any representations or warranties about its accuracy, reliability, currency, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose. It may be out of date, inaccurate or misleading or conflict with current laws, polices or practices. DAFWA has not reviewed or revised the information before making the document available from its research library website. Before using the information, you should carefully evaluate its accuracy, currency, completeness and relevance for your purposes. We recommend you also search for more recent information on DAFWA's research library website, DAFWA's main website (https://www.agric.wa.gov.au) and other appropriate websites and sources.

Information in, or referred to in, documents on DAFWA's research library website is not tailored to the circumstances of individual farms, people or businesses, and does not constitute legal, business, scientific, agricultural or farm management advice. We recommend before making any significant decisions, you obtain advice from appropriate professionals who have taken into account your individual circumstances and objectives.

The Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Agriculture and Food and the State of Western Australia and their employees and agents (collectively and individually referred to below as DAFWA) accept no liability whatsoever, by reason of negligence or otherwise, arising from any use or release of information in, or referred to in, this document, or any error, inaccuracy or omission in the information.
List of . . .

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE PUBLICATIONS

The following publications are available on application from the Department of Agriculture.

Most of the bulletins listed are reprints from the Journal of Agriculture and are free of charge (except where a price is stated). The date of original publication of reprints is stated to facilitate reference to bound volumes of the Journal.

Bulletins may be obtained by applying to the enquiry counters of the Department of Agriculture in Treasury Buildings, Cathedral Ave., Perth or Jarrah rd., South Perth, and District Offices of the Department, or by writing to the Department of Agriculture, Jarrah Rd., South Perth. Bulletin numbers should be quoted when ordering by letter.

These publications are free to farmers and in limited quantities to members of the public seeking specific advice. They will not be issued to students for school project purposes; publications for school projects will only be supplied through the Education Department.

BEES

2410 Ant Proofing the Apiary—Jan., 1957.
3038 Bee Farming—Honey Flora of W.A.—
3108 An introduction to beekeeping—
3109 Brood Diseases of Bees—
3296 Training in Beekeeping—
3354 The Economics of Beekeeping—
3464 The Hive (50c)—

CATTLE

Beef Cattle

2427 The Dehorning of Cattle—Mar., 1957.
2495 Weight Trends in Fattening Cattle—Nov., 1957.
2961 Some Factors Affecting Composition of Milk—Jan., 1962.
3465 Sheep or Beef Cattle—Feb., 1966.

Dairy Cattle

FERTILISERS AND PLANT NUTRITION

2096 Soil Analysis—Sep., 1950.
2509 Manganese Deficiency in Cereal Growing Districts

2929 Potassium Deficiency in medium rainfall

areas—Sep., 1960.
3107 Copper, Zinc and Manganese Deficiencies in

3390 Molybdenum increases Cereal Yields on Wheat

3499 A Comparison of Nutrogenous Fertilisers for


FLOWERS AND GARDENING

2054 Preparation of Rose Beds—May, 1953.
2118 The Budding of Roses—Jan., 1954.
2791 Dried Fruit and Meal Insects—Sep., 1960.
2899 Orchard Drainage—June, 1961.
2963 Armillaria Root Rot of Fruit Trees—Jan., 1962.
3042 Wood Rotting Fungi Associated with Dieback in

3407 The Elimination of Cultivation in Apple Orchards

3442 Some Recent Developments in the Apple Industry

3451 Chemical Thinning of Apples—Sep., 1966.
3471 Stop Drop Sprays for Jonathan and Delicious

3477 Myoxquin for the Control of Scald of Granny


FRUIT

General

2189 Preparation of FruIt for Marketing—Sep., 1954.
2315 A Lug Box for Picking and Storing Fruit—Jau.,

1956.
2386 English Fruit Tree Rootstocks—Sep., 1956.
2791 Dried Fruit and Meal Insects—Sep., 1960.
2899 Orchard Drainage—June, 1961.
2963 Armillaria Root Rot of Fruit Trees—Jan., 1962.
3228 Why Not Take Another Look at the Loquat?—

June, 1964.
3241 A Revised List of Fruit Diseases Recorded in

3407 The Elimination of Cultivation in Apple Orchards

3432 Stoneville Horticultural Research Station—10 years

3480 How to pickle your own Olives—June, 1966.
3570 A Survey of Stone Fruit Plantings in W.A.—Apl.,

1968.

Apples and Pears

2033 ScalD in Granny Smith Apples—Jan., 1953.
2654 Magnesium Deficiency of Apples and Oranges—

2673 “Stop-Drop” Sprays for Jonathan Apples—Sep.,

1960.
2677 Some Experiments on San Jose Scale—Sep., 1959.
3013 San Jose Scale Control—June, 1962.
3039 Research Report—Chemical Thinning of Apples—

3042 Wood Rotting Fungi Associated with Dieback in

3151 Pear Scab—Sep., 1963.
2268 Modern developments in Bulk Handling of Apples

Nov. 1964.
2297 The Control of Bitter Pit in Apples—Dec., 1964.
2329 Apple Dieback in W.A.—Feb., 1965.
3407 The Elimination of Cultivation in Apple Orchards

3442 Some Recent Developments in the Apple Industry

3451 Chemical Thinning of Apples—Sep., 1966.
3471 Stop Drop Sprays for Jonathan and Delicious

3477 Myoxquin for the Control of Scald of Granny


Citrus

2654 Magnesium Deficiency of Apples and Oranges—

Sep., 1959.
3281 Brown Rot of Citrus—Collar Rot of Citrus—

3452 Citrus Rootstocks—Sep., 1966.

Grapes

2289 Hormone Sprays and their effects on the setting

yield and vigour of currant grape vines—Sep., 1955.
3361 Black Spot and Powdery Mildew of Grapes—Sep.,

1965.
3560 The Function and use of Sulphur Dioxide in West


Stone Fruit

2306 The Handling Presentation and Storage of Stone

Fruit—Nov., 1955.
2489 A Guide to Harvesting of Plums for Export—

Nov., 1957.
2593 A Guide to Harvesting of Plums for Export—

2642 Spray Thinning of Newcastle Apricots—May, 1959.
3276 Peach Leaf Curl—Oct., 1965.
3453 The Care of Young Fruit Trees—Sep., 1966.

Other Fruits

MISCELLANEOUS

2435 Hydatid Disease—Mar., 1957.
2496 Stone Roller as Mowing Aid—Nov., 1957.
2540 Seed-Box for Sowing Buffel and Birdwood Grass—Mar., 1957.
2593 Pastoral Research—May, 1956.
2643 Ryegrass under Saline Soil Conditions—Nov., 1952.
2696 Oats and Vetches for Hay and Silage—Nov., 1956.
2742 Tetanus in Farm Animals—Apr., 1960.
3107 Irrigating Dry Season Crops in the Ord Valley—How to Prepare Land for Sowing—Dec., 1962.
3140 Agriculture in Western Australia—July, 1963.
3583 Kikuyu Grass—Nov., 1956.
3632 Oats and Vetches for Hay and Silage—Nov., 1956.
3729 Modern Silage Making Sep.—June, 1960.
3890 Naturalised Clovers of Western Australia—Mar., 1958.
3943 Naturalised Clovers of Western Australia—Mar., 1958.
3993 The Wallaby Menace in the Kimberleys—Sept., 1954.
4043 Kikuyu Grass—Nov., 1956.
EUCALYPTUS TREES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

TREES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

2151 Hook.): [Eucalyptus maculata.]
2781 The Mottlecah
2735 Coarse-Leaved Mallee; Desmond Mallee;
2735 Cabbage Gum; Large-Leaved Cabbage Gum; Ghost
2325 The Salt River Mallet; The Two-Winged Gimlet:
2969 Carne's Blackbutt (Eucalyptus carnea);
2923 The Powdered Barked Wandoo: The Dongara
2846 The Many-Flowered Mallee; Yate; The Grey Gum;
2724 Eight Eucalyptus Trees from Tropical North—
2709 Comet Vale Mallee; Woodline Mallee; The
2755 Yellow-Tingle; Weeping Gum; Kingsmill's Mallee;
2616 Tree Establishment In the Wheatbelt—Mar., 1959.
2254 Four Bloodwoods from the Klmberleys—Nos. 31,
2151 Marrl; Spring Bloodwood; Twin-Leaved Blood-
1096 Tuart and Ulyarrie—Nos. 3 and 4—Mar., 1952.
1078 Karri and Jarrah—Nos. 1 and 2—Jan., 1952.

VERMIN

2749 Feeding for the Control of Rabbits—May, 1960.
2790 A Successful Campaign against the Euro—Sept.,
2289 The Success of the Rabbit “Killer” Trials—Dec.,
2288 Local Control of Crows by Trapping—Jan., 1961.
2896 Poisoning Rabbits from the Air—June, 1961.
3154 Wally Si Control in the Kimberleys—Sept., 1963.
3196 The Fox—Feb., 1964.
3197 Destroy Warrens and Harbourage—Feb., 1964.
3204 Dingo Control—Organised Ground Baiting Drives at
2976 Migratory Movements of Emus and Control Efforts
3324 Traps—Lamb Killers or Scavengers?—Apl., 1965.
3325 Rabbit Increase—Apl., 1965.
3328 Dingo and Wild Dog Destruction—
3498 The Indian Crow—Apl., 1967.

MOSQUITOES

2450 Chocolate Spot of Broad Beans—June, 1943
2656 A Revised List of Vegetable Diseases Recorded in
2787 Tuber Rot of Potatoes—June, 1960.
2858 Control of Damping Off in Seed Beds—Feb., 1961.
2858 Onions—A new Type of Seed Bed Cover for the Market
2644 Tree Establishment on the Esperance Plains—
2660 Warted Yate; Crowned Mallee; Bullic; Bell-
2790 Comet Vale Mallee; Woodline Mallee; The
2735 Cabbage Gum; Large-Leaved Cabbage Gum; Ghost
2755 Yellow-Tingle; Weeping Gum; Kingsmill's Mallee;
3195 Four Bloodwoods from the Klmberleys—Nos. 31,
3325 Assessment of New Potato Varieties in W.A.—Aug.,
3553 King size Onions not wanted on Local Market—Feb., 1968.

VEGETABLES

2360 A Guide to Vegetable Growing—Priced 44c posted;
or 3c over counter—
2373 Winter Tomato Production—Mar., 1938.
2745 Commercial Vegetable Growing in the Perth
Metropolitan Area—May, 1960.
2763 Seed Storage in Relation to Germination—June,
1966.
2836 Fertiliser Trials with Potatoes Manjimup—Jan.,
1961.
2881 A New Type of Seed Bed Cover for the Market
2997 Growing Peas for Canning and Freezing in W.A.—
1958.
3005 Onion Seed Production at the Vegetable Research
Station—May, 1965.
3022 Care of Autumn and Winter Tomato Crops—
3395 Vegetable Seed Treatment—Dec., 1965.
3456 Survey of Potato Losses in the Field—Sep., 1966.
3533 King size Onions not wanted on Local Market—
Feb., 1968.

Diseases

2450 Chocolate Spot of Broad Beans—June, 1943
2656 A Revised List of Vegetable Diseases Recorded in
2787 Tuber Rot of Potatoes—June, 1960.
2858 Control of Damping Off in Seed Beds—Feb., 1961.
2858 Onions—A new Type of Seed Bed Cover for the Market
2997 Growing Peas for Canning and Freezing in W.A.—
1958.
3005 Onion Seed Production at the Vegetable Research
Station—May, 1965.
3022 Care of Autumn and Winter Tomato Crops—
3395 Vegetable Seed Treatment—Dec., 1965.
3456 Survey of Potato Losses in the Field—Sep., 1966.
3533 King size Onions not wanted on Local Market—
Feb., 1968.

VERMIN

2749 Feeding for the Control of Rabbits—May, 1960.
2790 A Successful Campaign against the Euro—Sept.,
2289 The Success of the Rabbit “Killer” Trials—Dec.,
2288 Local Control of Crows by Trapping—Jan., 1961.
2896 Poisoning Rabbits from the Air—June, 1961.
3154 Wally Si Control in the Kimberleys—Sept., 1963.
3196 The Fox—Feb., 1964.
3197 Destroy Warrens and Harbourage—Feb., 1964.
3204 Dingo Control—Organised Ground Baiting Drives at
2976 Migratory Movements of Emus and Control Efforts
3324 Traps—Lamb Killers or Scavengers?—Apl., 1965.
3325 Rabbit Increase—Apl., 1965.
3328 Dingo and Wild Dog Destruction—
3498 The Indian Crow—Apl., 1967.
WEEDS

2416 The Blackberry or Bramble—Jan., 1957.
2618 Mellilotus or King Island Mellilot—Mar., 1959.
2635 Paddy Melon—May, 1959.
2837 Weed Control in Onions—May, 1959.
2695 Weed Control in Channels—Nov., 1959.
3049 Mesquite—Sep., 1962.
3302 Weed Control in Irrigation Channels—Feb., 1965.
3316 Herbicides for Firebreaks (?)—Mar., 1965.
3337 The Control of Weeds in Orchards—May, 1965.
3485 Control of Weeds in Garden Areas—Feb., 1967.
3495 Control of Doubledge—Apl., 1967.
3496 Control of Wild Oats—Apl., 1967.
3515 Weeds of Western Australia ($1)—

"ALRA-MANA" FLEECE WEIGHING SCALES

Designed by Patterson's Scale Industries Pty. Ltd., Manufacturers of Australia's Finest Weighing Equipment for Cattle, Sheep, Small Animals and Fleece.

The importance of fleece weighing is acknowledged as a very honest medium for improving wool production.

The "Alra-Mana" Fleece Weigher Roll-Class Table (Aust. Pat. No. 67,209/65 New Zealand Pat. Pending) on left has been meticulously pruned to avoid unwanted features.

Hanging Fleece Scales are available with or without stand.

PATTERSON'S SCALE INDUSTRIES PTY. LTD.
18 LOVE STREET, BULIMBA, QUEENSLAND, 4171.

Please cut and post this coupon, add your name and address and post to us for our fully instructive leaflet together with prices.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________

W.A.J.